Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a prevalent wireless identification technology that collects identity information from RFID tags to RFID readers. Complex events processing is an important technique in RFID systems to define the systems status as events and then detect them automatically. Typically the events specifies various of relations of components of a system, where temporal relation is one of such important relations. Existing complex event processing systems specify temporal relations based on the model that events happen instantly. In practice, in many applications, it is proper to model an event's occurrence in a time interval, which is called an interval time event. Existing complex event processing techniques is tedious when specifying the interval time events, and inefficient when detecting them. In this paper, we propose a complex event processing approach that can directly specify interval time events and their temporal relations for an RFID system. Thirteen basic temporal relations and several more complex relations are systematically defined for such events. We also propose an approach to build the automaton for the specified events, which can be executed for detecting the events. The automaton is optimized to reduce the time of event detection. The evaluation results show that the proposed approach outperforms existing approaches.
Abstract-Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a prevalent wireless identification technology that collects identity information from RFID tags to RFID readers. Complex events processing is an important technique in RFID systems to define the systems status as events and then detect them automatically. Typically the events specifies various of relations of components of a system, where temporal relation is one of such important relations. Existing complex event processing systems specify temporal relations based on the model that events happen instantly. In practice, in many applications, it is proper to model an event's occurrence in a time interval, which is called an interval time event. Existing complex event processing techniques is tedious when specifying the interval time events, and inefficient when detecting them. In this paper, we propose a complex event processing approach that can directly specify interval time events and their temporal relations for an RFID system. Thirteen basic temporal relations and several more complex relations are systematically defined for such events. We also propose an approach to build the automaton for the specified events, which can be executed for detecting the events. The automaton is optimized to reduce the time of event detection. The evaluation results show that the proposed approach outperforms existing approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an automatic identification technology that employs radio to collect information from RFID tags to an RFID reader [1] , [2] . In a typical RFID identification process, an RFID reader sends a request to RFID tags, and the RFID tags reply with their IDs. RFID has been applied in many fileds such as supply chain management, auto-ticking, human tracking, and smart city [3] . There are various kind of tasks performing in the RFID system such as tag reading and region surveillance, and the status of the system is required to be monitored frequently.
Complex event processing is an important processing technique for an RFID system. It is used to define the system status as events and then detect them automatically [4] . Typically, the events specifies various of relations in a system. Temporal relation is one of such important relations [5] . In existing event processing approaches, an event is usually defined as a state change in a system, and thus each event is modeled as occurring instantly [6] , [7] , [8] . For example, an event in an RFID system can be that a tag enters into a door, or a tag at a stack is absent. The temporal relations of two such events (e.g., event A and B) include three types: event A happens before event B, event A happens after event B, and event A and B happen simultaneously. However, in many scenarios, lasting states are required to specified, and thus an event is required to be modeled as occurring at a time duration. For example, the users may require to monitor a specified region for two hours, or require to track a special object for two days. We call such events interval time events. The temporal relations between two interval time events are much complex than the instant events. Existing event processing approaches [6] , [7] , [8] are difficult to detect the interval time events efficiently. Therefore, it is highly demanded to have a proper approach to specify time interval events and detect them.
In this study, we investigate how to specify and detect the interval time events. We propose a new language to specify the time interval events by describing each event's starting time and ending time. The thirteen kinds of basic temporal relations and several more complex relations between time interval events are directly supported in the language. We can specify an event set with arbitrary their temporal relations using the language, while existing approaches can only specify an event set with the sequential relation. After that, we develop an approach to transform the processing of interval time events into the processing of existing instant events, and reuse the their event detection functions. When processing interval time events, the finite automaton behind it is further optimized to reduce the computational complexity and also the execution time. Extensive simulations are carried out for validating the proposed approach. The results show that our approach improve the performance of the existing approaches. In summary, this paper offers the following contributions.
• We design a language to specify the time interval events and their thirteen relations directly. The language is not only simplify the specification but also reduce the computation complexity than using instant event model when processing lasting states in an RFID system. • We define several high level temporal relations based on the thirteen relations. These relations can further simply the users' specification for many common event detection requirements. • We propose an approach to automatically build the automaton for the detection of interval time events. Then it is compatible to the existing complex event processing engines. The automata is optimized so that the approach is much efficient than the existing approaches in terms of computation time.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section II briefly surveys the related works. Section III describes the specification language. The building of automaton for event detection is presented in Section IV. Section V reports the results of the simulation experiments. Finally, Section VI concludes this study.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, complex event processing has been applied in many fields. Active databases including Ode [9] , SNOOP [10] , and SAMOS [11] first use this technique for data manipulation and management [12] . These active database systems define events based on the status of data and then allow the users to specify their requirements using the events. More specifically, the events are classified into composite events and primitive events. Primitive events can be detected by the system directly and a composite event is specified based on primitive events and event operators (such as disjunction, conjunction, sequence, and closure). More complex event definitions consider processing policy when multiple sets of sub-events can deduce a composite event [10] . RAPIDE [13] extend the use of complex event processing to other applications besides database. In RFID applications, the studies [14] , [15] , [16] develop query languages to extract useful information from large volume of RFID data.
Several open source event processing engines are developed, including SASE [6] , Siddhi [7] and Cayuga [8] . SASE [6] is designed for RFID applications. It handles the user queries that specify a series of chronological events. Two problems of event processing is solved by SASE, the sliding window and large intermediate result set. Siddhi [7] is a query engine used in WSO2, an open source real-time event analysis system. It supports classical event operations such as filtering, setting timing constraints, complex query and defining composite events, as well as advanced operations such as event partitioning [17] , mapping database values to events, and others. Cayuga [8] focuses on the optimization of multiple event streams. Its event query language is based on event algebra theory, and can efficiently detects complex events through custom automata models and internal naming methods.
All the above event processing systems are based on instant time model. Interval timestamp of event occurrence is introduced in [18] . And our previous study [19] proposed a language for RFID data collection, which can support temporal relations based on time intervals of tasks. However, there lacks work to describe interval time event specification and its real implementation. In this paper, we aim to solve such problem.
III. EVENT MODEL AND SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE
In this section, we propose a language to specify the interval time events. We will first describe the language using basic temporal relations and then describe more extended temporal relations.
A. Specification Language Basics
We first define the syntax and semantics of this language. The users can specify an interval time event using the following syntax:
ON correlatedEvents WHERE conditions WITHIN timeInterval DO action 1; action 2; ...;action n correlatedEvents := eventOperator ( event + | correlatedEvents * ) eventOperator := temporalOperator | logicalOperator temporalOperator := {before, after, meets, metBy, overlaps, overlappedBy, starts, during, contains, finishes, finished-By, equals} logicalOperator := {all, any, or, and, not} conditions := ( attributeName operator attributeValue ) + operator :={=,<, ≤, >, ≥} timeInterval := τ (τ : integer) This language includes four main components: target objects, constraints, occurrence time, and actions. Target objects are a set of events, specified by the correlatedEvents in the language. The relations among any subset of the events can also be specified. The events are interval time events, and the relations include temporal relations and logical relations. The temporal relations are based on interval time events, including before, after, meets, metBy, overlaps, overlappedBy, starts, during, contains, finishes, finishedBy, and equals. The detailed definition of these thirteen temporal relations can be seen in Table 1 . These relations are described in the language as a binary operator temporalOperator. The logical relations include {all, any, or, and, not}. These relations are described in the language as logicalOperator. The events are iteratively defined by using the temporal relations and logical relations.
The language also specifies the constraints of the events, by using the conditions clause. Typically, an event can have various attributes, distinguished by their names (denoted by attributeName). By setting the values of attributes, we can limit the instances of events for the users. The operators, including {=,<, ≤, >, ≥}, are used for specifying these constraints. In this language, the occurrence time of an event is defined by a time interval timeInterval. When the events are detected, some actions can be required to be executed. The users can specify the actions by using the action clause.
To concisely describe an interval time event, we define it as a triple as follows:
Definition 1 (Interval Time Event): An interval time event is denoted by (relationOpt(e 1 , ..., e n ), ϑ , τ ) where relationOpt(e 1 , ..., e n ) is a sequence of correlated events (e i ∩ e j = ∅ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i = j), ϑ is a set of constraints for the events, and τ is the time duration upperbound of the event.
The correlated events are the events with one or more of the thirteen interval time temporal relations (denoted by rela-tionOpt). The event definition is iterative, and thus each event (denoted by e i ) in the clause is an interval time event. According to this definition, the events can have arbitrary relations. A condition θ ∈ ϑ is of the form (e i .attri1Ψe j .attri2) or (e i ΨC), where e i and e j are events, attir1 and attir2 are attribute names, and C is a value. And Ψ ∈ { =, <, ≤, >, ≥ } is a comparison operator.
B. Examples of the Language Use
By using our proposed language, it is much easier to specify interval time events than using the existing approaches. We use an example in the logistics to show this.
Suppose in a warehouse, there are two doors d 1 and d 2 , and several coordinators between these two doors. Four RFID readers are deployed in this warehouse, where reader r a is at the door d 1 , reader r d is at the door d 2 , and readers r b and r c are at the coordinator. For the operations of logistics, the users may detect the move of objects through reader r a to r d via the coordinator covered by r b and r c . The configuration of it can be seen in Fig. 1 . We use our language to specify such requirement where event e a , e b , e c , e d denote that an object is the interrogation region of reader i (i ∈ {r a ,r b ,r c ,r d }). which indicates that the objects walks through readers r a , r b , and r c with specified relations within 10 minutes.
This query is specified using our language as follows: It is noted that this query wrote by SASE is quite lengthy due to the requirement of specifying overlap relation. When the users require to make the object monitored seamlessly between reader A and reader B, the event is event more complex and can be specified as follows:
Query 2 : (before Overlaps a,Overlaps b+ , c , ϑ, 10mins)
This query is even more difficult for using the SASE to specify. The specification is as follows: 
C. Extended Temporal Relations
We have introduced the thirteen temporal relations of interval time events. The combination of these relations can specify arbitrary scenario. However, in many cases, the events specified may be quite complex even though the users' requirements are quite common. For example, when the users require to detect two events that have overlap in their time intervals, we need to use the following combination of relations to satisfy the requirement: meets or metBy or overlaps or overlappedBy or starts or during or contains or finishes or finishedBy or equals. The specification of such requirement is quite complex and the processing of it is highly time-consuming. To solve this problem, we define several high level temporal relations to facilitate the event specification. The definitions of them are shown in Table II.   TABLE II  EXTENDED TEMPORAL RELATIONS OF TIME INTERVAL EVENTS   Relation Definition separate(i,j) begin(i, j) or after(i, j) meetAny(i,j) meets(i, j) or metBy(i, j) overlapsAny(i,j) overlaps(i, j) or overlappedBy(i, j) startAny(i,j) start(i, j) or startedBy(i, j) duringAny(i,j) during(i, j) or contains(i, j) finishesAny(i,j) finishes(i, j) or finishedBy(i, j) nonSeparate(i,j) meets(i, j) or metBy(i, j) or overlaps(i, j) or overlappedBy(i, j) or start(i, j) or startedBy(i, j) or during(i, j) or contains(i, j) or finishes(i, j) or finishedBy(i, j) or equals(i, j) containsOverlaps(i,j) contains(i, j) or overlaps(i, j)
IV. EVENT DETECTION After specifying interval time events, we require a proper approach to detect them. We revise existing event processing approach to achieve this purpose. The interval time events are decomposed into instant events with additional temporal constraints, and then can feed into existing event processing engine to further process.
There are three steps for the detection. In the step 1, each interval time event is decomposed into two instant event, its starting event and ending event. All the temporal relations of interval time events are transferred to the before relation of the resulting instant events. In the step 2, all the instant events are described by an automaton. The before relation is transferred into a state transition in the automaton. And In the step 3, the events are detected by the automaton based detection algorithm. We will illustrate the details of them.
A. Automaton of Event Detection
In existing works like SASE, an event is detected by the a non-deterministic finite state automaton [20] . We extend this automaton to support interval time events and describe it as follows:
Definition 2. (Event Detection Automaton) the automaton for the detection of an event is a five-tuple N = (Q, ∆, q s , q f , τ ) where Q = {q 1 , ..., q n } is the state set, ∆= {δ 1 , ..., δ m } is a set of state transition conditions, q s ∈ Q is the start state, q f ∈ Q is the final state, and τ is the time duration upperbound of the event.
Each state in Q is corresponding to a set of event instances, indicating the temporal detection results of the event detection. Each state transition condition is in the form δ = (q i , q j , ϑ, e i )(q i ∈ Q, q j ∈ Q) where e i is the event triggering the transition and ϑ are the constraints of the transition. Each state transition condition also implicitly indicates the before relation from q i to q j . It means that if e i occurs and the constraints are satisfied, the state q i can be changed into the state q j .
The constraints can specify the required events by setting their attribute values to a constant or compared with the Input : Automaton N 1 =(Q 1 ,∆ 1 ,q s1 ,q f 1 ,τ 1 ), Automaton N 2 =(Q 2 ,∆ 2 ,q s2 ,q f 2 ,τ 2 ),....... Automaton Nm=(Qm,∆m,qsm,q f m ,τm) Output: Automaton N=(Q,∆,qs,q f ,τ ) 15 return N attributes of other events. The start state q s is the state in which the automaton execution starts. The final state q f means that the specified event is detected. The duration τ is the maximum time interval that can be spanned by the events.
An automaton can be represented as a graph where nodes represent states and edges represent transitions. The edges are marked with events triggered the transitions. The start state is marked with an incoming line and the final state is a double circle.
Then the detection of the events is to find proper event instances among a large number of candidate ones to satisfy corresponding automaton. The process it to find the matching of a increasing set set to the state q s to q f based on the automation.
B. Building the Automaton for Event Detection
We propose an algorithm to build the automaton for detection multiple temporal relations together. Our idea is to merge the automata of individual temporal relations into one. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The input of algorithm is a number of m automaton N 1 = (Q 1 , ∆ 1 , q s1 , q f 1 , τ 1 ), N 2 = (Q 2 , ∆ 2 , q s2 , q f 2 , τ 2 )..... and N m = (Q m , ∆ m , q sm , q f m , τ m ), and the result is an automaton N = (Q, ∆, q s , q f , τ ). N is initialized to the empty set firstly (line 1). Its state set Q and transition condition set ∆ are set those of N 1 (line 2-3) . Then all the other automata are merged into Q and ∆ (line 4-11). By using the conjunction operation, the same states and state transition conditions are merged (line 7-8). The start state, final state, and time duration is obtained at line 12-14. The start state is usually set to an empty state, The final state is set to a conjunction of individual final states, and the time duration is the maximum of individual time durations.
There are several examples for combing automata of the events with multiple relations, including the extended relations startAny, finishAny, containsOverlaps, and nonSeparate Relation startAny(c, p) denotes (starts(c, p) or started-By(c, p)). Both of them have the state transition condition c begin = p begin . The difference of them is that starts(c, p) Figure 2 . Similarly, we have the automaton of relation finishAny shown in Figure 3 and containsOverlaps is shown in Figure 4 . A more complex example is the automaton of relation nonSeparate(c, p). It denotes the disjunction of eleven event relationships meets, metBy, overlaps, overlappedBy, starts, startedby, during, contains, finishes, finishedBy and equals. If detecting these relation individually, there are eleven automation and a total of 47 states. We follow the proposed approach to combine the states into seven states. The result automaton is shown in Figure 5 . According to the figure, there are two cases to lead a successful detection: two events happens at the same time, or no event ends before the other begins, which is consistent to the semantics of nonseperate.
V. SYSTEM EXPERIMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We compare the number of states of the automata generated by our approach and existing approach SASE. The performance is checked under two relations noSeparate and startAny. The results are shown in Figure 6 and 7 .
When the users require to detect the events starting at the same time but have no constraint on their endings, relation startAny can be used in the query specification in our approach. SASE only can support the specification based on the relations starts and startedBy. We compare the performance of the two approach, and the results are shown in Figure 6 and Table III . When the number of such relations increase in the query, the number of states in both approaches increase, however, in different speed. Our approach have 1 + 4 × r states while SASE have 2 + 6 × (2 r − 1) states, where r is the number of relations in the query. We also compare the performance of our approach and SASE when detecting a set of non-separated events. The results are shown in Figure 7 and Table IV . It can be seen that the number of states in our approach is much less than those of SASE. This is because SASE can only use the disjunction of eleven relations meets, metBy, overlaps, overlappedBy, starts, startedBy, during, contains, finishes, finishedBy and equals, while our approach use the relation nonSeperate which combines the states of these relations. Specifically, our approach have 1 + 6 × r states while SASE have 11 + 36 × (11 r − 1)/10 states, where r is the number of relations in the query. This also show that when more relations are required to be specified for the events, our approach is more effective.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study investigates the interval time event specification and detection problem. The model based on interval time Algorithm  SASE  1  7  47  2  13  443  3  19  4799  4  25  52715  5 31 579791 events are more proper than the existing instant time model when specifying many common temporal requirements. We propose a language to specify the interval time events and their temporal relations directly. We also define several extended temporal relations based on the thirteen basic relations. After that, we propose an algorithm to generate the automaton for combining multiple relations. The theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the proposed approach outperforms existing approaches.
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